T

hese days it's hard to find
a lot of things that are still
made in Canada as most
companies source out their
materials and manufacturing.
This Canadian company,
Zedbed, is a manufacturer of
high quality mattresses and
pillows which are made in
Canada using their own
materials that are, you guessed it,
also made in Canada. Since they
have control over every step of
the manufacturing process you
know that their quality control
and customer service will be
second to none.
So what makes Zedbed so
special?
Zedbed has revolutionized the
memory foam formula and has
created five different types of
soy-based and latex foams - ZX,
R2, PURE, Latex Series and VX
Series.
PURE Series was the first
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eco-friendly, high-density
summer's heat. The mattress is
memory foam created by
made with thousands of cells that
Zedbed and people
enable air to flow freely through
instantly approved.
the mattress.
Zedbed’s PURE Series
Along with mattresses and
provided a mattress that
pillows made with Zedbed's
fit like a glove.
exclusive foams, Sleep Experts
R2 Series is the
also carries Zedbed's full line of
ultimate in elegance and
adjustable beds, foundations and
luxury as it uses Zedbed's
headboards, all of which are also
PURE memory foam.
fully manufactured and
This foam is the bestassembled in Canada.
performing as it always
There are models from each
returns to its shape faster
Zedbed series in the showroom
than standard memory
so you can take the time to try
foam.
them all out and we'll take the
ZX Series uses an ecotime to share our expertise to
friendly, high-density
help you decide which model
hybrid ZX foam that has
will best suit your sleeping
been created by Zedbed. You’ll sleep cooler, you’ll be more comfortable and you will wake up
habits, health needs to give you
It provides a lovely
the
best night’s sleep.
refreshed when you sleep on a Made in Canada Zedbed.
cushiony softness that
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conforms well to your body
conforms to your body's
shape, pressure points are
contours providing a relaxing
eliminated and latex is also
and comfortable sleep
hypoallergenic, cool to sleep on
The Latex Series uses a
and
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natural latex, not memory foam
The VX series uses a new
within. The Latex Series was
developed for people who prefer material that provides a mattress
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